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Leptogenesis via multiscalar coherent evolution in a supersymmetric neutrino seesaw model
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A novel scenario of leptogenesis is investigated in the supersymmetric neutrino seesaw model. The right-

handed sneutrinoÑ and thef field in the L̃Hu direction of the slepton and Higgs doublets together start
coherent evolution after inflation with a right-handed neutrino massMN smaller than the Hubble parameter of

inflation. Then, after some period the motion ofÑ and f is drastically changed by the cross coupling

MNhnÑ* ff from theMNNN andhnNLHu terms, and the significant asymmetries ofÑ andL̃ are generated.

The L̃ asymmetry is fixed later by the thermal effect as the lepton number asymmetry for baryogenesis, while

the Ñ asymmetry disappears through the decaysÑ→L̄HD u ,L̃Hu with almost the same rate but opposite final
lepton numbers.
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Baryogenesis via leptogenesis is considered one of
promising scenarios to explain the baryon number asym
try in the Universe@1#. Leptogenesis is interesting particu
larly from the point of view that it may be related to th
neutrino mass generation. In the supersymmetric stan
model, as investigated fully so far, leptogenesis may be r
ized via the Affleck-Dine mechanism@2,3# in the L̃Hu flat
direction of the slepton and Higgs doublets,L̃ and Hu , re-
quiring a very small mass of the lightest ordinary neutri
@4#. It is also possible to realize the leptogenesis on the
manifold of L̃-Hu-Hd , where the restriction on the lightes
neutrino mass may be considerably moderated@5#. In this
article, we investigate another novel scenario of leptogen
in the supersymmetric seesaw model for neutrino masses@6#.
The lepton number asymmetry is indeed generated via
coherent evolution of the multiscalar fields, the right-hand
sneutrinoÑ and thef field in theL̃Hu direction. The poten-
tial terms provided with the supersymmetric neutrino sees
and also the thermal effect@7# play important roles for lep-
togenesis in the respective epochs. The leptogenesis is
pleted when the generated lepton number asymmetry is fi
to some significant value by the thermal effect at the sc
much higher than the gravitino massm3/2;103 GeV. Hence,
this scenario is not restricted by the low-energy electrow
physics.

In the present scenario of leptogenesis, it is supposed
some of the massesMN’s of the right-handed neutrinosN’s
~antineutrinos strictly! are smaller than the Hubble parame
H inf;1013 GeV during inflation. Specifically, we describ
the generation of lepton number asymmetry by conside
the simple case that

MN1
,H inf ~1!

for oneN1 while MN2
,MN3

.H inf for the othersN2 ,N3. The
lepton doublets are arranged with unitary transformation
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that only L1 has the Yukawa coupling withN1. Then, the
right-handed sneutrinoÑ1 and thef field in L̃1Hu together
start coherent evolution with large initial field values aft
the inflation in the manner of Affleck and Dine. The motio
of Ñ1 and f are linked through the superpotential ter
hnN1L1Hu . (Ñ25Ñ350 due to the large massesMN2

,MN3

.H inf .) Henceforth the generation indices are suppresse
considering only the one generation for leptogenesis, and
relevant scalar fields are specified as

Ñ,L̃5S f/A2

0
D , Hu5S 0

f/A2
D . ~2!

If some of theMN’s are smaller thanH inf in general, the
coherent evolution after the inflation may be much mo
multidimensional involving theÑ’s, L̃ ’s andHu . The lepto-
genesis scenario is essentially valid even in such ca
where the main source for asymmetry generation is the c
couplingMNhnÑ* ff from theMNNN andhnNLHu terms
of the supersymmetric neutrino seesaw model.

The relevant superpotential is given by

W5
MN

2
NN1

eidN

4M
NNNN1hnNLHu . ~3!

The NNNN term may originate in the physics of Planc
scale, and its phase factoreidN is included here with rea
MN . TheNNN term is discarded for simplicity by requiring
the R parity. The LHuLHu term is not considered eithe
since it does not provide a significant effect if the Yukaw
couplinghn.0 is not extremely small. As seen later in Eq
~6! and ~7!, the Yukawa couplinghn;331023 is relevant
for the present scenario of leptogenesis starting at the la
scale;1015 GeV. Then, its value at the electroweak sca
MW is evaluated ashn(MW);1023 by considering the
renormalization group effects mainly provided by the t
quark loop for theHu field. The ordinary neutrino mass vi
seesaw mechanism is roughly estimated as
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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mn;1024 eVS hn~MW!

1023 D 2S 1011 GeV

MN
D ~4!

depending onhn(MW) and MN . ~The neutrino mixing is
present in general with the matrix form ofhn .) Hence, this
neutrino relevant for leptogenesis should be identified w
the lightest one, being compatible with the data on the atm
spheric and solar neutrino experiments@8,9#. It is interesting
that the lightest neutrino mass is expected to bemn

;1024 eV for the present leptogenesis withÑ andf, while
mn&1028 eV is required for the conventional Affleck-Din
leptogenesis in theL̃Hu flat direction@4#.

The scalar potential is given withW in Eq. ~3! as

V52cNH2uÑu22cfH2ufu21UMNÑ1
eidN

M
ÑÑÑ1

hn

2
ffU2

1hn
2uÑu2ufu21HS bN

MN

2
ÑÑ1aN

eidN

4M
ÑÑÑÑ1H.c.D

1HS ah

hn

2
Ñff1H.c.D1Vth~f!. ~5!

Here the soft supersymmetry breaking terms are induced
the expansion of the universe with the Hubble parameteH.
The thermal terms@7# are also included inVth(f). The D2

terms are vanishing for thef field. The evolution of the
scalar fields is governed by the equations of motion with t
potentialV and the redshift ofH.

(i) Inflation epoch: HÄH inf

The scalar fields settle into one of the minima (Ñ0 ,f0) of
V during the inflation withH5H inf , which are determined a

uÑ0u;uf0u;331015 GeVS H infM

1013 GeV31018 GeV
D 1/2

~6!

for the Yukawa coupling

hn;331023S H inf /M

1013 GeV/1018 GeV
D 1/2

. ~7!

~We henceforth takeH inf51013 GeV typically.! We consider
for definiteness the case with this range ofhn , though it does
not require a fine-tuning. Ifhn,(H inf /M )1/2, uÑ0u, anduf0u
take larger values. Ifhn.(H inf /M )1/2, on the other hand
f050 may be obtained due to thehn

2uÑu2ufu2 term. The
leptogenesis can be realized even in these cases with s
modifications of scenario, which will be described els
where.

(ii) Oscillation epoch: HinfÌHÌH tr

After the inflation the Hubble parameter decreases aH
5(2/3)t21 in the matter dominated universe, and the mu
scalar coherent evolution ofÑ and f starts with the initial
09500
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condition (Ñ,f)5(Ñ0 ,f0) at t5t0;H inf
21 , as given in Eq.

~6!. The higher order potential terms suppressed byM are
soon reduced by redshift, and the quartic couplingshn

2ufu4

and hn
2uÑu2ufu2 dominate in this epoch withhn as given in

Eq. ~7!. Then, driven by these quartic couplings, the sca
fields oscillate in magnitude with scaling by redshift as

uÑu;ufu;~H infM !1/2~H/H inf!
2/3}H2/3. ~8!

The field phases, however, remain almost constant excep
the vicinities ofÑ50 andf50, and the significant asym
metries ofÑ and L̃ do not appear in this epoch.

(iii) Transition epoch: HtrœHÌH th

SinceÑ and f decrease withH as given in Eq.~8!, the
mass termMN

2 uÑu2 andMN-hn cross couplingMNhnÑ* ff
become comparable to the quartic couplingshn

2ufu4 and

hn
2uÑu2ufu2 with uÑu;ufu;MN /hn and the Hubble param

eter

H tr;1010 GeVS MN

1011 GeV
D 3/2

, ~9!

where hn;(H inf /M )1/2 with H inf51013 GeV is taken from
Eq. ~7!. The thermal mass term should also be considere
H;H tr , which is given by (yTp)

2ufu2 with relevant cou-
pling y under the conditionyufu,Tp @7#. The temperatureTp
of the dilute plasma of inflaton decay products is given
terms of the reheating temperatureTR of the universe after
the inflaton decay is completed:

Tp;~TR
2HMP!1/4, ~10!

whereMP52.431018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass. Th
thermal mass is constrained atH;H tr as yTp,Tp

2/ufu
;hnTp

2/MN for yufu,Tp with uÑu;ufu;MN /hn . Hence,
the thermal mass term (yTp)

2ufu2 is smaller than the
MN

2 uÑu2 and MNhnÑ* ff terms atH;H tr for the right-
handed neutrino mass

MN*1010 GeVS hn

331023D 4/5S TR

109 GeV
D 4/5

. ~11!

In this situation, theMN
2 uÑu2 and MNhnÑ* ff terms as

well as thehn
2ufu4 term dominate forH&H tr , so that the

motion of Ñ andf is changed drastically. Specifically, theÑ

field oscillates mainly driven by the mass termMN
2 uÑu2 with

uÑu}H. The motion off follows after Ñ toward the new
stable configuration with (hn /2)ff.2MNÑ so as to make
uFNu2;uFfu2!MN

2 uÑu2 in V, whereFN.MNÑ1(hn /2)ff

and Ff5hnÑf. Consequently, the scalar fields decrea
roughly as

uÑu;~MN /hn!~H/H tr!}H, ~12!
5-2
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ufu;~MN /hn!~H/H tr!
1/2}H1/2, ~13!

with uFNu;uFfu}H3/2. Through this drastic change in th
multiscalar coherent evolution, the significant asymmetr
of Ñ andL̃ appear, which is really seen in the rate equatio

d

dt S nÑ

H2D .2
2

H2
Im@bNMNHÑÑ#

2
2

H2
ImFMNÑFN* 1

ahhn

2
HÑffG , ~14!

d

dt S nL̃

H2D .2
2

H2
ImFhn

2
ffFN* 1

ahhn

2
HÑffG , ~15!

with nL̃5nHu
5nf /2. The main sources are scaled

Im@(hn /2)ffFN* #/H2.2Im@MNÑFN* #/H2}H5/2/H2 with
uFNu}H3/2, and hence the asymmetriesnÑ and nL̃ oscillate
rapidly by the exchangeÑ↔L̃. The sumnÑ1nL̃ , however,
varies rather moderately with the remaining sources}H3,
since the main sources are cancelled as Im@FNFN* #50 with

FN.MNÑ1(hn /2)ff.

(iv) Completion epoch: HthœHšm3Õ2

After the transition epoch continues for some period,
thermal log term@7# eventually becomes significant on th
evolution off. It is mainly provided as

athas
2Tp

4 ln~ ufu2/Tp
2! ~16!

(ath59/8) through the modification of SU(3)C coupling due
to the decoupling of top quark from the plasma with lar
masshtufu/A2.Tp . This thermal log term acts as the effe
tive mass term for thef field giving (athas

2Tp
4/ufu2)f

}H1/2 in ]V/]f* . It dominates over the termFNhnf*
}H2 in ]V/]f* (uFNu;uFfu5hnuÑuufu) with the Hubble
parameter

H th;107 GeVS hn

331023D 4/3S MN

1011 GeV
D 21/6

3S TR

109 GeV
D 4/3

, ~17!

where Eqs.~10!, ~13!, and ~12! are considered. Then, th
rotation of thef field phase is accelerated by this therm
log term with the change of field scaling

ufu}H1/2→H3/2 ~18!

while keepinguÑu}H. After a while the top quark enters th
plasma atH;0.1H th with ufu;Tp (ht;1). Then, the ther-
mal mass termTp

2ufu2 instead becomes important, and thef
field decreases asufu}H7/8. In the preceding epoch, the sig
nificant exchange of asymmetries,nÑ↔nL̃ , took place
through theÑ-f couplings, as seen in Eqs.~14! and ~15!.
09500
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These couplings are actually turned off in this epoch with
rapid decrease ofufu}H3/2 andH7/8 later due to the therma
terms, and thef and Ñ evolve almost independently.

In this way, theL̃ asymmetry is fixed to some significan
value as the lepton number asymmetry fort.H th

21 ,

nL̃.nL[eL@~3/2!H2M #, ~19!

since theL̃ violating sources in Eq.~15! decrease fast enoug
as H4/H2 and H11/4/H2 later with rapidly varying phase o
Ñ* ff. This concludes that the thermal effect plays the po
tive role for the completion of leptogenesis, which is in s
lient contrast to the conventional Affleck-Dine mechanis
where the thermal effect rather suppresses the asymm
seriously. The resultant lepton-to-entropy ratio after the
heating is estimated withs.3HR

2MP
2/TR as

nL

s
;10210S eL

1 D S M

1018 GeV
D S TR

109 GeV
D . ~20!

Here the reheating temperature is restricted asTR&108

21010 GeV to avoid the gravitino problem@10–12#. The
lepton number asymmetry is converted to the baryon num
asymmetry through the electroweak anomalous effect
nB /s52(8/23)nL /s @13#. Hence, the sufficient baryon-to
entropy ratio can be provided for the nucleosynthesis w
h5(2.6–6.2)310210 @14#.

The motion of Ñ after the decoupling fromf for H

,H th!MN is determined by theMN
2 uÑu2 and bNHMNÑÑ

terms, and the analytic solution is obtained in a good
proximation withH!MN for the two eigenmodeshR(t) and
h I(t) in Ñ(t) as

hR,I~ t !.h̄R,I cos@MNt1sR,I~ ubNu/3!lnt1dR,I# ~21!

with sR511, s I521, and

Ñ[H~M /MN!1/2~bN /ubNu!21/2~hR1 ih I!. ~22!

The parametersh̄R,I anddR,I are determined as the result o
Ñ motion from t5t0;H inf

21 throught.H th
21@MN

21 . The Ñ
asymmetry is evaluated with Eqs.~21! and ~22! as

nÑ~ t !.22H2M h̄Rh̄ I cos@~2ubNu/3!ln t1dR2d I#,
~23!

where the rapid oscillations ofhR and h I with MNt in Eq.
~21! are canceled.

This Ñ asymmetry oscillates slowly in lnt for some while
due to thebN term, as seen in Eq.~23!. Then, the incoheren
decays ofÑ become significant with the dominant modes

Ñ→L̄HD u@L521#, L̃Hu@L511#, ~24!

where the decay products are ultra-relativistic withhnuÑu
!MN /2. The motion ofÑ is significantly decelerated by
these Ñ decays atH;G Ñ.(hn

2/4p)MN (;105 GeV nu-
5-3
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merically!, so that it is linked again tof, tracking the instan-
taneous minimum ofV as Ñ.2(hn /2MN)ff with uÑu
}ufu2}H7/4 in magnitude anddu Ñ /dt.2duf /dt}H1/4 in
phase. Then, theÑ asymmetry remaining after the transitio
epoch diminishes rapidly through the decays asnÑ

52(du Ñ /dt)uÑu2}H15/4. It is the essential point that the de
cay modes~24! have almost the same rateG Ñ /2 but the
opposite final lepton numbersL561. This means that theÑ
asymmetry does not leave any significant lepton num
asymmetry.

The equations of motion forÑ and f are solved by nu-
merical calculations to confirm the present scenario of lep
genesis. The typical time variations ofnÑ(t) and nL̃(t)
.nL(t) are depicted in Fig. 1 in terms of the asymme
fractions ea[na /@(3/2)H2M #. Here the model parameter
are taken for example asH inf51013 GeV, M55
31018 GeV, MN51011 GeV, eidN5ei (3/10)p, hn5331023,

FIG. 1. Typical time variations of the asymmetriese Ñ(t) ~thin!
ande L̃(t).eL(t) ~bold! are depicted.
ev

ry
d
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r
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cN51.2, cf50.8, bN51.3ei (2/3)p, aN51.5ei (5/4)p,
ah50.8ei (1/4)p, TR5109 GeV. The relevant scales,H inf ,
H tr , andH th , are marked together specifying the respect
epochs. We really observe the expected changes of the a
metries throughH inf→H tr→H th , resulting in the desired lep
ton number asymmetryeL;1. Particularly, the variations o
e L̃ and e Ñ are separated fort.H th

21 ; e L̃ is fixed to some
significant value whilee Ñ oscillates slowly in lnt as given in
Eq. ~23!. It is also checked that the sumnÑ1nL̃ varies rather
moderately in the transition epoch, while the respect
asymmetries oscillate rapidly.

In summary, we have investigated the leptogenesis
multiscalar coherent evolution in the supersymmetric see
model. The right-handed sneutrinoÑ and thef field in L̃Hu
of the slepton and Higgs doublets together start cohe
evolution after the inflation withMN smaller thanH inf .
Then, after some period the motion ofÑ andf is drastically
changed by the cross couplingMNhnÑ* ff, and the signifi-
cant asymmetries ofÑ andL̃ are generated. TheL̃ asymme-
try is fixed later by the thermal effect as the lepton numb
asymmetrynL . The Ñ asymmetry, on the other hand, disa
pears through the incoherent decaysÑ→L̄HD u ,L̃Hu with al-
most the same rate but opposite final lepton numbers.
sufficient amount ofnL for baryogenesis can be obtaine
with the lightest neutrino massmn&1023 eV given by the
seesaw mechanism with the right-handed neutrino m
MN;101021014 GeV&H inf .
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